TEST FLIGHT | Sonaca 200

New Kid on
the Apron
With the ink barely dry on its EASA certification, Europe’s
newest GA trainer, the Sonaca 200 is about to start appearing
on flying school fleets, including some in the UK…
WORDS Ian Seager PHOTOGRAPHY Ed Hicks
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Sonaca 200

W
Top The DUC prop is
ground-adjustable,
but so far only one
setting has been
factory-approved
Above The tailplane
skin’s been reinforced
where ground-handlers
are likely to push
Left Two good-sized
doors provide easy
engine access for
pre-flight checks
Below Ventral strakes
aid lateral stability
and spin recovery

“Three employees
presented Bernard
Delvaux, Sonaca’s CEO,
with plans for a small
aircraft of their own, and
were told to crack on…”
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hen Benjamin Franklin
wrote about death and taxes being life’s only certainties,
he should’ve added a few words about the eternal search
for the Cessna C150/152’s replacement. At times it seems
as though the Wichita two-seater has been around since
the Wright brothers first waggled a wing, but in fact the
C150 dates from 1958, with its follow-up, the C152,
arriving in 1977. Production stopped in 1985 and since
then there have been countless attempts to knock the
C150/152 off its podium. Although there have been some
successes, there are still thousands of them around the globe,
sentenced to the endless hard labour that is flight training.
Well, here’s another challenger, called the Sonaca 200,
from Belgium, which has just received EASA VLA
certification and, if you look hard enough, even has a faint
British connection. Back in 1931, Britain’s Fairey Aviation
created a Belgian subsidiary known as Avions Fairey. In
1977, when its parent company went into receivership, the
Belgian government stepped in and took Avions Fairey into
public ownership to preserve its involvement in the licensed
F-16 project. Sonaca, as the new company was called, went
on to build 220 F-16s, now employs 2,500 people, has
facilities in Europe, China, North and South America, and
partners with, among others, Embraer and Airbus.
In 2014, three employees presented Bernard Delvaux,
Sonaca’s CEO, with plans for a small aircraft of their own
and, with the proviso that it was commercially viable, were
basically told to crack on. Consequently, in 2015, a subsidiary
company, Sonaca Aircraft, was born. Happy days.…

School survey

Flight schools were surveyed, and to give them what they
wanted, it seemed that Sonaca Aircraft would need to
offer a metal aeroplane with a steerable nosewheel, good
low-speed behaviour, excellent visibility (so probably a
low wing) and analogue instruments. All of that was very
sensible, apart from the last requirement, which is of course
bonkers, even if sixty per cent of the schools voted for it
– another bad day for democracy, eh?
Pierre Van Wetter, who spent fifteen years as a structural
engineer with Sonaca, and is now Chief Commercial
Officer and demo pilot for Sonaca Aircraft, offered to bring
the 200 to us. He flew in to Gloucester where, incidentally,
he was met not only by Border Force, but also by a couple of
CAA Inspectors, who were out for the day, ramp-checking
various aircraft.
It seemed that all interested parties were happy, and we
could proceed with the main business of the day – lunch.
Over the gastronomic delight which is ham, egg and chips,
Pierre told us that, having examined a range of existing
designs, an early decision was taken to base the aeroplane
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The flight school view
Steve and Alison Morley bought Blackbushe
Aviation in November 2013, when there were few
students, and a fleet of just two C152s and one
PA-28. Now there’s a membership of over 150,
flying three C152s, one PS-28 and two PA-28s.
The school offers PPL, LAPL, CPL, FI and
aerobatics training. Steve takes up the story…
“Back in 2014, when I first looked at my inbox, I
almost deleted the email from Sonaca’s Pierre Van Wetter,
requesting advice on what flying schools want from a training
aircraft. We’d just taken over the club from the previous
owner and on my wish list were brand-new, 750kg-category
training aircraft so I responded. Primarily, I asked that the
aircraft should, after twenty years of flying 500 hours per
year, still be capable of doing so! Pressing send on the email
reply containing my list was the end of it, or so I thought!
“Less than a year later, the phone rang and it was Pierre,
who told me that they had a prototype – ‘Blimey,’ I thought,
‘that was quick!’ – and was flying it over. It turned out that the
prototype was based on a South African LSA, the Sling, which
met most of the requirements on the wish lists he’d collected.
“Pierre and a colleague flew over to Blackbushe and I was
very impressed. It flew perfectly for flight training, displaying
the characteristics in secondary control effects, stall, etc, that
a training organisation needs. Although it was in the LSA
category, Pierre planned to beef it up and certify it as a VLA
with a mauw of 750kg. After some shameless schmoozing – a
barbecue back at our house and rooms for the night – I saw
them off the next day and again things went quiet at my end.
“Early this year, I got the call and Pierre told me that they
had a production model going through certification testing,
which he was going to fly over for me to have a go. On the
day, I was intrigued to see the changes Pierre had made.
As promised, the Sonaca 200 has a mauw of 750kg, meaning
that two proper-sized people can fly with full fuel. The canopy
and latch had been beefed up, as promised, and it had a
stronger steerable nosewheel, which is important for training,
as the castoring variety can be tricky for ab initio students
performing touch-and-goes.
“Manual trim, standard gauges, a well-thought-out cockpit
and impressive build quality all added up to a positive attitude
for my test flight. On the airframe, wing fences and ventral
strakes had been added, to meet EASA requirements for stall
and spin characteristics. The extra beefing up added about
60kg to the empty weight but with the higher mauw it still
has a mightily impressive payload.
“Then it was time for the flight! The engine’s a turbocharged
Rotax so we were off and airborne very quickly. In flight, the
aircraft performed delightfully, much like the prototype.
Stalls were positive but not overly enthusiastic and control in
pitch roll and yaw was positive without being oversensitive. I
concluded that this would be an ideal ab initio training aircraft.
“We’re seriously considering buying two Sonaca 200s as
our primary trainers. My last thought? At last, there appears to
be a viable alternative to the venerable but tired Cessna C152!”
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on the Sling 2, a factory-built LSA or kit produced by
The Airplane Factory in South Africa, and made famous(ish)
by a forty-day, westbound global circumnavigation in 2009.
Pierre went on to explain that about eighty per cent of
the Sling 2’s structure was modified in some way, either
to cope with the rough and tumble of the flight-training
environment, or to meet the demands of EASA’s VLA
certification requirements. Most of the changes aren’t
externally visible, but there are a couple of things – such
as the reinforced skin on the tailplane, where people will
probably push the 200, or the small wing fences and
rear strakes, both of which improve handling – that are
obvious when someone points them out.

Ramp-mates

It just so happened that the little Sonaca was sharing
SkyPark’s new plush apron with a couple of C152s
which, inevitably, invited comparisons. So, for the
engineers out there, the Cessna is marginally bigger
in every dimension, has a max weight that’s 7kg higher
and an engine which delivers five fewer horses. The
C152’s Vne is 10kt (seven per cent) higher and its stall
speed 4kt (ten per cent) lower.
None of that really matters to most students, flight
instructors or schools, but what does is that the Sonaca’s
fuel tanks take fifty more litres than the Cessna’s (that’s
a couple of hours’ endurance), the cabin is 16cm wider
and its useful load about 70kg higher – that’s 6.5in and
154lb, respectively, for those who went to school with
the Wright brothers.
Those numbers are significant as they’ll allow a larger
percentage of training flights to be legal, from a weight
and balance point of view, and will make them much
more comfortable. For anyone interested in aesthetics,
the C152 certainly retains its fifties heritage charm, but
the Sonaca’s wearing the cleaner, crisper exterior,
although the pointed, sharp-edged nose of the 200’s
cowl does make it look like its been sucking a lemon
and seems at odds with the rounded spats.
Getting into the Sonaca is straightforward. There’s a
step behind the wing (thumbs up for that), the wingwalk
is wide and the canopy slides pretty much all the way
back, making it easy to climb in. The interior’s a strange
blend of leather, modern carbon fibre, a push-to-start
button and those pesky analogue dials. I know that they
have their place, but it’s in a museum or a classic aircraft,
not a modern trainer. Pierre told me that they’re looking
at a glass cockpit version, which will likely be fitted with a
Garmin G500TXi screen as an option – phew!
The seats are very comfortable, and adjustable fore
and aft, while the rudder pedals are fixed. There are two
baggage areas, one requiring the seats to be tilted forward,
so it isn’t suitable for anything you might need in flight,
and the other a higher, shelved structure in the rear.
Between the two areas you can load a maximum of 35kg.
Sitting down, strapped in and settled, the cockpit feels
spacious, thanks to its decent width (1.17m/46in) and, of
course, the large sliding canopy, which promises excellent

Above Leather, carbon fibre,
analogue instruments – a Garmin
glass cockpit option is on the way
Left A generous wing walkway
and the sliding canopy make
getting in and out easy
Right Fill both fuel tanks and
you’ve got enough for about
six hours’ endurance
Below The comfortable and
spacious cockpit. The yellow bar
is temporary and was used for
test flight instrumentation
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Turbine Maule
Grumman
Widgeon
M-7-420AC

Top Sonaca 200 meets
Cessna 152 – a tough
choice for flight schools
Above The large,
four-position flaps have
a max setting of 30°
Left A flash of colour
on an otherwise
metal-finish aeroplane
Right Great visibility
from the all-round
canopy.
It can be locked open
for ground use, to
avoid being cooked,
but must be locked
for flight
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visibility. If, like me, you’re worried about its ability
to cook you, it’s possible to taxi with the canopy open,
although by the time you’re flying there should be
plenty of ventilation, thanks to the external ducts
supplying cool air via adjustable panel vents.
The bits of the cockpit that you touch frequently
– stick, throttle, trim and fuel tank selector (made in
the UK by Andair) – all felt really good. There’s nothing
lightweight or flimsy about them, they’re excellentlyengineered, well-weighted and ooze quality.
It was hot outside, so we left the canopy open and
started the engine. The Sonaca is powered by a 115hp
Rotax 914, essentially the turbocharged version of the
912. Thanks to the turbocharging and the JPI Engine
Monitoring System (EMS), there are a few differences
in the way the start-up and operation are managed.
Consequently, there are some additional warning lights,
notably for the Turbocharger Control Unit (TCU) and the
Remote Alert LED (RAL), with the latter illuminating if
any pre-programmed limits on the EMS are exceeded.
In flight, the most important difference is the max
continuous engine limitation of 5,500rpm, with a
five-minute allowable of 5,800rpm. As with other
non-injected Rotax engines, there’s a choke for cold
starts (no, really) and in common with other certified
installations, a carb heat control.

Sonaca 200

It’s playtime…

Heading for the runway, Pierre proudly reminded me
that the Sonaca has nosewheel steering. I didn’t like to
tell him that I’ve come to prefer the sensitivity and
reduced turning circle that a fully-castoring nosewheel
brings. But by the time I’d taxied us to the runway, I had
remembered just how bad my initial attempts at taxying
had been, in a PA-28, when I learned to fly at this very
airport, 25 years earlier.
We were cleared to depart and I moved the throttle
forwards. It reaches a mechanical stop almost at the end
of its travel but raising the lever at its front allows it
through the gate to reach the maximum of 5,800rpm.
Rotating at 55kt, we climbed away at about 650fpm
and headed to 3,000ft for some playtime.
I’ve been lucky enough to fly quite a few of the
two-seat, side-by-side, Rotax-powered aircraft, although
not all make you feel like you’re really that lucky Many
started life as ultralights and took advantage of the LSA
rules to beef up a bit. Certain types feel very light and
some have handling which makes you wonder what the
designer was thinking. Happily, the Sonaca isn’t one of
those aeroplanes and it’s sufficiently stable to cruise along
comfortably at 100kt and responsive enough to turn on
a wingtip – obviously not exceeding the 60° maximum
angle of bank – with the stick held lightly by a couple of
fingers (the trim’s really effective and smooth).
We flew around at typical cruise speeds, starting with
the sedate and calm 4,500rpm – the Sonaca indicates
engine rather than prop rpm – which gave us about 85kt
with the EMS showing a fuel flow of 20lph. Then a more
typical 5,000rpm, which gave 100kt and about 25lph and,
lastly – if you’re in more of a hurry or operating at full
rental power – the max continuous power of 5,500rpm,
bringing around 110kt for the cost of another 6lph.
Then we did a bit of low-speed loafing, which saw the
controls still responsive but notably lighter, and finally flew
a series of stalls. As you’d expect for a certified type, they
were predictable, gentle and advertised well in advance.
Clean, we stalled at 50kt, and with full flap at 45kt.
Speed control is easy, and even if you get it wrong, it’s
a liquid-cooled engine so you can be a little more abrupt
with your power changes if you need to be – but if you
do find yourself needing it regularly, have a word with
yourself about your lack of forward planning. That makes
setting up for a nice, stable approach straightforward
and, in theory at least, a stable approach will lead to a
half-decent landing.
So, after all that, what’s the result when you put the
Sonaca head-to-head with a C152? The good news is that
the 200 looks and handles better, goes faster, is quieter inside
and out, has been designed to a more stringent airworthiness
code and even fits in a (slightly) smaller hangar.
The bad news? I’m not sure any of that matters very
much. A school needs to spend €177,500 for a new, day
and night VFR Sonaca – the same sum of money buys six
or seven C152s. Of course, schools don’t usually purchase
old C152s by the half-dozen, but they do buy them in ones
or twos. The fact that most will need a new interior, paint,
avionics and an overhauled engine at some stage often
isn’t seen as part of the cost of acquisition, but more a
noble ambition for when cash-flow allows the investment.
So while I doubt we’ll see a Sonaca or any other
replacement swiftly supplanting all of the C152s on the
flight line, I do think they’ll start appearing at some clubs
which possess both the funds and foresight. That has to be
good for Sonaca, the clubs which invest and, ultimately,
for General Aviation.
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TECH SPECS

Sonaca 200
Belgium makes a two-seat trainer
Robust metal airframe,
proven Rotax powerplant.
A winning combo?

Performance

Max speed (Vne) 135kias
Max cruise speed 120ktas
Stall speed (clean/full flap)
50kt/45kt
Take-off distance 470m*
Landing distance 475m*
Rate of climb 760fpm
Service ceiling 13,000ft
Max range 1,058nm at 8,000ft
Fuel burn 25 litres per hour at
2,000ft/97ktas/4,800rpm
Load limits +4.4/-1.76 g

Weights & loading
Seats Two
Max take-off 750kg
Empty 470kg
Payload 280kg
Payload with full fuel 180kg
Baggage 35kg
Fuel capacity 146 litres
(140.6 litres usable)

Dimensions

Wingspan 9.24m (30ft 4in)
Wing area 11.85sqm (127.5sq ft)
Length 6.0m (19ft 8in)

Height 2.55m (8ft 4in)
Cabin width 1.16m (3ft 10in)
Cabin height 1.23m (4ft)

Spec

Airframe Aluminium alloy
Engine Rotax 914 F2
Max power 115hp
Prop Three-blade DUC Helices,
carbon fibre, 1.75m diameter,
ground-adjustable
Avionics JPI EDM900 engine
instruments, Garmin radio
and transponder
Undercarriage Fixed, tricycle

Manufacturer

Sonaca Aircraft
Rue du Capitane Aviateur Jacquet
Namur, Belgium
www.sonaca-aircraft.com

Price

From $177,500
*To clear 15m object

One of the nicest-handling of the two-seat, side-by-side, Rotax-powered breed

